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ABSTRACT27

Inhomogeneities within the ionospheric plasma density affect trans-ionospheric radio signals, caus-28

ing radio wave scintillation in the amplitude and phase of the signals. The amount of scintillation29

induced by ionospheric irregularities typically decreases with the radio wave frequency. As the30

ionosphere affects a variety of technological systems (e.g., civil aviation, financial operations) as31

well as low-frequency radio astronomy observations, it is important to detect and monitor iono-32

spheric effects with higher accuracy than currently available. Here, a novel methodology for the33

detection and characterization of ionospheric irregularities is established on the basis of LOFAR34

scintillation measurements at VHF that takes into account of the lack of ergodicity in the inten-35

sity fluctuations induced by scintillation. The methodology estimates the S 4 scintillation index36
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originating from irregularities with spatial scales in the inertial sub-range of electron density fluc-37

tuations in the ionosphere. The methodology is illustrated by means of observations that were38

collected through the Polish LOFAR stations located in Bałdy, Borówiec and Łazy: its validation39

was carried out by comparing LOFAR VHF scintillation observations with independent GNSS40

observations that were collected through a high-rate receiver located near the LOFAR station in41

Bałdy as well as through geodetic receivers from the Polish ASG-EUPOS network. Two case stud-42

ies are presented: 31 March 2017 and 28 September 2017. The comparison between LOFAR S 443

observations and independent ionospheric measurements of both scintillation and rate of change44

of TEC from GNSS reveals that the sensitivity of LOFAR and GNSS to ionospheric structures is45

different as a consequence of the frequency dependency of radio wave scintillation. Furthermore,46

it can be noticed that observations of LOFAR VHF scintillation can be utilised to detect plasma47

structures forming in the mid-latitude ionosphere, including electron density gradients occurring48

over spatial scales that are not necessarily detected through traditional GNSS measurements: the49

detection of all spatial scales is important for a correct monitoring and modelling of ionospheric50

processes. Hence, the different sensitivity of LOFAR to ionospheric structures, in addition to tradi-51

tional GNSS ionospheric measurements, allows to expand the knowledge of ionospheric processes.52

Key words. scintillation – LOFAR – ionospheric irregularities – GNSS

1. Introduction53

The propagation of radio waves through the Earth’s ionosphere is affected by the presence of spatial54

inhomogeneities in the electron density distribution. After propagating through ionospheric plasma55

inhomogeneities radio waves exhibit fluctuations on their received amplitudes and phases as a result56

of their wavefront being scattered by the change in refractive index associated with the irregularities.57

A relative drift between ray path and irregularities leads to the observation of temporal fluctuations58

on the intensity and phase of the received radio waves: this phenomenon is known as radio wave59

scintillation.60

Whilst satellite radio waves are typically limited to specific and discrete frequencies (e.g. beacons61

at VHF/UHF such as the historical Wideband, NNSS, and Tsikada, and spread-spectrum signals62

in the L-band such as GNSS), the Low-Frequency Array (van Haarlem et al., 2013) is capable of63

detecting and measuring radio wave frequencies closely spaced and over a wide range of frequencies64

at VHF. Although its primary use is as an interferometer for astronomical imaging of the radio sky,65

it can also be utilised to detect scintillation from irregularities occurring in the inner-heliosphere66

and in the mid-latitude ionosphere: in the latter case, irregularities can form, for example, as a67

consequence large-to-small scale Travelling Ionospheric Disturbances (TIDs) (Hernández-Pajares68

et al., 2012) in conjunction with instabilities such as the Perkins’ mechanism (Fallows et al., 2020;69

Kelley, 2009).70

The amount of radio wave scintillation depends upon various factors, including the spatial gradi-71

ent in the electron density and the radio wave frequency. Generally, the amount of radio wave scin-72

tillation decreases with increasing radio wave frequency. For example, the scintillation level was73

observed to decrease as f −n, with n determined experimentally on the basis of early beacon satel-74

lite measurements (Crane, 1977). As different scintillation levels are typically observed at different75

radio wave frequencies propagating along the same line of sight, a general frequency dependence76

⋆ Corresponding author
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suggests that there can be various gradients in the ionospheric electron density spatial distribution77

where the change in electron density can take place over different spatial scales and, thus, originate78

different levels of scintillation at different radio wave frequencies.79

As an example, irregularities in the mid-latitude ionosphere are capable of inducing scintillation80

on radio wave frequencies in the VHF range: however, the gradients associated with these irregu-81

larities are typically too low to induce scintillation on radio wave frequencies in the L-band, typical82

of Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS). Therefore, as scintillation on different radio wave83

frequencies is sensitive to different scales (i.e. electron density gradients) in the ionosphere, the84

observation of scintillation between the VHF and L band enables a better detection of irregularities85

and their spatial and temporal evolution (de Gasperin, F. et al., 2018; Fallows et al., 2014).86

The LOFAR (Low-Frequency Array) radio telescope is an interferometer and it is composed87

currently of 52 stations located in many parts of Europe (van Haarlem et al., 2013). Most of the88

stations are located in the Netherlands, forming a dense network referred to as Core and a number89

of so-called Remote stations. Currently there are also 14 stations forming an extensive network90

called ILT (International LOFAR Telescope). Two more ILT stations are under construction.91

Each station consist of up to 3264 omnidirectional dipole antennas (in full ILT configuration).92

The antennas are divided into two separate types: Low Band Antennas (LBA) operating in the fre-93

quency range from 10 to 90 MHz and High Band Antennas (HBA) which are able to receive signals94

at the frequency from 110 to 240 MHz. HBA antennas are grouped in 16 pairs of dipoles within95

special tiles. Signals from individual dipoles are sampled and digitized by using a 200 MHz clock,96

generating raw data in the region of approximately up to 10 Gbits/s: raw data are distributed to an97

analysing system through a dedicated network. In addition, an electronically-controlled beamform-98

ing is also utilized.99

Due to the frequency range in which LOFAR detectors work, the state and dynamics of the iono-100

sphere can have a significant impact on the result of the observations. During the observation mode,101

the Stokes I parameter is utilized to estimate the intensity of radio waves at various frequencies,102

thus creating various channels of time series of radio wave intensities. The display of radio wave103

intensities as a function of time simultaneously over different radio wave frequencies (or channels)104

is known as the dynamic spectrum of the observations.105

Poland operates three LOFAR stations (in Borówiec - PL610, Łazy - PL611 and Bałdy - PL612)106

(Figure 1) together with a dense network of GNSS geodetic permanent stations (also complemented107

by a GNSS ionospheric and scintillation monitor) - ASG-EUPOS. This particular configuration108

of instruments allows the presence of multiple ionisation scales in the mid-latitude ionosphere to109

be investigated by comparing measurements of scintillation from LOFAR with measurements of110

scintillation and rate of change of Total Electron Content (TEC) from GNSS.111

The analysis presented here intends to address the following questions: (1) what are the ionisa-112

tion scales which GNSS and LOFAR are sensitive to and (2) how scintillation varies between the113

VHF and the L-band. Based upon two distinct case studies characterised by disturbed magnetic114

conditions, a methodology was developed for the analysis and detection of ionospheric structures115

by estimating the amount of scintillation originating from ionospheric irregularities as observed116

through LOFAR radio telescopes. The methodology was then validated by means of a compari-117

son between co-located observations from LOFAR and GNSS. This validation provides insights118

on how traditional GNSS ionospheric observations can be augmented by means of LOFAR VHF119

scintillation measurements.120
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130

Fig. 1: The positions of Polish LOFAR stations: PL612, PL611, PL610.131132

2. Data and methodology121

During scintillation observation campaigns in the international mode, LOFAR typically observed 3122

natural astronomical targets: Cassiopeia A (CasA), Cygnus A (CygA), and Taurus A (TauA). The123

observations utilised here are part of the program ’Monitoring Scintillation above LOFAR’, and are124

stored on the LOFAR Long Term Archive (LTA) https://lta.lofar.eu/Lofar under project125

codes LC7_001 and LC8_001. LOFAR collected data with 10 ms time resolution for 100 frequency126

channels, each with a bandwidth of 195 kHz, sparsely covering the range 21.77 – 76.07 MHz. This127

analysis focused on data collected through the Polish LOFAR stations at Bałdy (PL612), Borówiec128

(PL610) and Łazy (PL611) (Krankowski et al., 2014).129

The methodology developed here was validated by comparing LOFAR VHF scintillation ob-133

servations with ionospheric measurements of scintillation and TEC fluctuations obtained through134

GNSS ground receivers. The understanding of the sensitivity of the two instruments to ionospheric135

irregularities enables to appreciate how modern LOFAR observations of ionospheric scintillation136

can augment traditional GNSS ionospheric observations. Standard RINEX 30 s observables avail-137

able from the IGS network https://cddis.nasa.gov/archive/ (Johnston et al., 2017) as well138

as from the ASG-EUPOS network (over 100 stations distributed evenly across the area of Poland)139

(Bosy et al., 2007) were utilised to estimate the spatial and temporal distribution of ionospheric140

structures in conjunction with LOFAR observations. The ionospheric structures were estimated by141
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

153

154

Fig. 2: LOFAR scintillation spectra at subsequent stages of elaboration: (a) the dynamic spectrum (i.e., raw
intensity measurements), (b) RFI-free dynamic spectrum, (c) zero-mean normalized intensities and (d) the
estimated S4 index

155

156

157158

.159

means of temporal variations (and geographical maps) of the rate of change of the Total Electron142

Content (TEC).143

Furthermore, a GNSS scintillation receiver (Septentrio PolaRxS Pro) located 200 meters from144

the LBA section of the LOFAR Baldy station further provided finer scale observations of iono-145

spheric structures occurring during LOFAR observations. The scintillation receiver provided multi-146

constellation observations with time resolution up to 100 Hz.147

Two case studies were selected for this analysis on the basis of the simultaneous availability of148

data from both the GNSS scintillation monitor and the LOFAR Polish stations, as well as the general149

geomagnetic conditions which were characterised through the Kp and Dst indices. In each of these150

two case studies one disturbed day was considered and compared with a quiet reference day.151
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2.1. Intensity scintillation from LOFAR152

The amount of scintillation observed with LOFAR on the intensity of radio waves was quantified160

by means of the S 4 index, according to Briggs and Parkin (1963):161

S 4 =

√
⟨I2⟩ − ⟨I⟩2

⟨I⟩2
, (1)162

where I is the intensity of the received signal; ⟨⟩ in general denotes ensemble averaging, but it is in163

practice approximated with time average.164

LOFAR observations of radio waves intensities utilised in this analysis were sporadically af-165

fected by RFI. In the very first step of estimating the level of scintillation originated by ionospheric166

structures on the radio wave frequencies detected by LOFAR, RFI-induced outliers in the data (i.e.167

spikes in the estimates of the radio wave intensity) need to be mitigated. The method described by168

Fallows et al. (2020) was incorporated for this purpose. In the RFI-mitigation process, the median169

filter for each frequency band was applied. The threshold for the RFI detection was set on the level170

of the 10th percentile (5σ) for each channel. Spikes remaining after the filtering and larger than the171

threshold were finally cut out from the dynamic spectra.172

“Clean”, RFI-free intensities in each channel were detrended and normalized in order to obtain173

zero-mean normalized intensity, which allows to estimate the temporal fluctuations on the radio174

waves intensities induced by scintillation. Detrending was done by subtracting a moving average175

with a 3-minute window. The zero-mean intensity fluctuations Inormalized are given by:176

Inormalized =
I
⟨I⟩
−

〈 I
⟨I⟩

〉
. (2)177

Detrending removes possible trends from the intensity observations whereas normalization re-178

moves the zero-frequency spectral component (Forte et al., 2022). Finally, the S 4 index was cal-179

culated by taking the standard deviation of the zero-mean intensity fluctuations in equation (2).180

The standard deviation was calculated over 3 minute in the case of a 3-minute moving average (as181

utilized in the detrending) but output over a sliding window every one minute: a value of S 4 every182

minute was output in order to compare LOFAR VHF S 4 values with GNSS measurements (typically183

output every minute). The subsequent steps utilized in the estimate of the S 4 scintillation index are184

illustrated in Figure 2.185

The time interval of 3 minutes utilized in the moving average for the estimate of the zero-mean186

intensity fluctuations was considered as a compromise between the need to appreciate how scintil-187

lation varied in time (for example, due to the variability of the ionospheric irregularities traversed)188

and the approximation of ergodicity. This compromise is illustrated in Figure 4 which shows the189

1D Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the zero-mean normalised intensity fluctuations for DOY271190

of 2017 (this was one of the case studies considered, as detailed below), collected during the time191

interval 16:45 – 18:30 UT. The 1D PSDs refer to the zero-mean intensity fluctuations from the192

channel corresponding to a radio wave frequency of 48.92MHz. From Figure 4 it can be noticed193

that the 1-min PSDs (Figure 4(a)) do not exhibit a fully developed low-frequency limit as opposed194

to the PSDs estimated over 2-to-5 minutes (Figures 4(b-e). The PSDs calculated over 2-5 minutes195

contain a better resolution of the low-frequency limit and are characterized by a higher frequency196
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resolution due to a higher number of samples. Differences between the PSDs calculated over differ-197

ent temporal intervals can be noticed from Figure 4: for example, the 2-min PSDs show differences198

when compared with the PSDs calculated over 3-5 min. These differences are due to the lack of199

ergodicity in the zero-mean intensity fluctuations. The longer the time interval the larger the spatial200

distances over which the observations would average through (Forte et al., 2022): for example, in201

the case of plasma irregularities in the Earth’s ionosphere, a relative drift (i.e., irregularities drifting202

relative to the ray path) of 100 m/s would imply that irregularities distributed over approximately203

18 km (transverse to the ray path direction) contributed to the 3-min PSDs (i.e., 100m/s · 60s · 3).204

The largest spatial scale contributing to the zero-mean intensity fluctuations (or the low-frequency205

limit in their PSD) corresponds to the outer scale: the turbulent spectrum that characterizes the206

irregularities extends between an outer scale and an inner scale. However, under the weak scatter-207

ing approximation irregularities inducing scintillation have a spatial scale smaller than the Fresnel208

scale and it can be assumed that radio waves traverse plasma density irregularities distributed along209

a phase changing screen transverse to the ray path. The Fresnel scale is given by:210

lF =
√

2λz , (3)211

where λ is the wavelength and z is the distance to a hypothetical phase changing screen in the212

ionosphere that approximates the scattering experienced by radio waves during their propagation213

through ionospheric irregularities. Figure 3 shows the Fresnel scale for LOFAR VHF radio wave214

frequencies in Figure 2. In this case, it was assumed that scintillation originated in the F region215

(i.e., z = 350 km). Under the weak scattering approximation for irregularities in the F region, a time216

interval of 3 minutes was assumed to provide a good compromise between the need to appreciate217

the temporal variability of scintillation, the spatial scales inducing scintillation, and the approxima-218

tion of ergodicity. A shorter time interval (e.g., 2 minutes) would indeed have a low-frequency limit219

closer to the Fresnel scale, whereas larger time intervals (e.g., 4-5 minutes) would imply averaging220

over spatial scales larger than the Fresnel scale with the implication that the temporal variabil-221

ity would be smoother. Hence, the moving average in equation (2) and the standard deviation in222

equation (1) were estimated over a time interval of 3 minutes for the LOFAR VHF scintillation223

observations considered here.224

In the case of GNSS, the estimate of the S 4 scintillation index follows a similar method: S 4 is228

estimated by means of the standard deviation of the normalized intensity fluctuations. The nor-229

malization and standard deviation are typically estimated over a time interval of 1 minute, which230

removes any trend related to satellite motion. The Fresnel scale in the case of the GNSS L1 radio231

wave frequency is approximately of the order of 365 m (assuming again a phase screen at a distance232

of 350 km from the receiver) and, in the presence of weak scattering, spatial scales smaller than 365233

m contribute to scintillation. In addition, the contribution from thermal noise present in the receiver234

is automatically removed (van Dierendonck et al., 1993) to provide a corrected estimate of the S 4235

scintillation index.236

In the case of GNSS observations, the corrected S 4 scintillation indices are output every minute.237

Both under the weak scattering approximation and in the presence of multiple (strong) scattering,238

the difference between the spatial scales contributing to scintillation at VHF and L band make239

the two instruments sensitive to irregularities forming over different spatial scales in the ionosphere240

because the PSD of intensity fluctuations covers different ranges of spatial frequencies (Forte, 2008,241

2012b; Forte et al., 2022). Therefore, the comparison between co-located scintillation observations242
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225

Fig. 3: Fresnel scale variation with frequency.226227

from GNSS and LOFAR allows to detect irregularities forming over a wider range of spatial scales243

in the ionosphere, than typically detected by using GNSS alone.244

On the other hand, irregularities forming over spatial scales larger than the outer scale contribute245

to phase fluctuations, as measured for example on GNSS signals. Therefore, the comparison be-246

tween LOFAR and GNSS was extended to include not only scintillation indices but also a measure247

of phase fluctuations. Phase fluctuations can be quantified by utilising dual-frequency phase obser-248

vations from GNSS: the geometry-free combination of dual-frequency carrier phase observations249

provides an estimate of the Total Electron Content (TEC). The difference of TEC over consecutive250

epochs (or rate of change of TEC) provides a measure of temporal fluctuations in phase observations251

induced by irregularities in the ionosphere.252

2.2. Intensity scintillation and TEC fluctuations from GNSS260

Co-located with the LOFAR station PL612 at Baldy was a GNSS ionospheric monitor which out-261

puts scintillation indices and uncalibrated Slant TEC every minute, together with standard RINEX262

observables and 50-Hz raw estimates of slant TEC, signal intensity, and signal phase. In the analysis263

described here the presence of ionospheric irregularities was detected by comparing enhancements264

in the S 4 scintillation index observed through LOFAR with any enhancements in both scintillation265

and the rate of change of TEC as observed through GNSS. In the case of PL612, LOFAR scintil-266

lation indices at VHF, GNSS scintillation indices at L-band, and GNSS Rate of Change of TEC267

(ROT) were compared to provide insights on the presence of ionospheric irregularities as well as on268

the variation of the S 4 index over a wide interval of radio wave frequencies.269
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

253

254

Fig. 4: Power Spectral Density (PSD) estimated for the radio wave frequency 48.92Mhz on zero-mean in-
tensity fluctuations observed on DOY271 in 2017 during the time interval 16:45 – 18:30 UT. The PSDs were
calculated over different time intervals: (a) 1 minute, (b) 2 minutes, (c) 3 minutes, (d) 4 minutes and (e) 5
minutes.

255

256

257

258259

GNSS ROT for a specific satellite in view was calculated as (Pi et al., 1997):270

ROTk =
T ECk+1 − T ECk

tk+1 − tk
, (4)271

where T ECk and T ECi+k are the (uncalibrated) Slant TEC at epochs k and k+1, respectively. GNSS272

ROT was estimated over 1-minute intervals. In the case of PL612, GNSS ROT was estimated over273

two different temporal intervals (i.e., 1 minute and 1 second) to provide more information on the274

scale size of the ionospheric structures detected.275

The comparison of LOFAR 1-minute S 4 (i.e., output every 1 minute and based on a 3-minute276

time interval for moving average and standard deviation) across all radio wave frequencies with277

co-located GNSS TEC fluctuations estimated over 1 minute and 1 second enabled an estimate of278

the scale size of the ionospheric structures detected, thus providing insights on the sensitivity of the279

two instruments to ionisation gradients present in the ionosphere and on the possibility to combine280

their measurements for space weather monitoring purposes.281

2.3. General considerations about signal levels282

In the validation of the methodology through comparison of scintillation observations collected283

through LOFAR and GNSS it is worth considering the following aspects in relation to the over-284

all signal levels involved. The two instruments collect radio signals in two different ways: whilst285
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LOFAR observations of particular radio objects are based on the process of beamforming (van286

Haarlem et al., 2013; Błaszkiewicz et al., 2016), GNSS extracts and estimates information from287

radio signals transmitted from satellites through a demodulation process.288

In the case of LOFAR, the width of the beam created during the beamforming process has an289

angular size of 4◦ for the LBA antennas (Błaszkiewicz et al., 2021). The signal-to-noise of a partic-290

ular object drives the detection: typically, the signal from a given object is considered as detected291

when the signal level exceeds the 3σ threshold (where σ indicates the average noise level). The292

signal-to-noise ratio can be increased by using long exposures, however in the case of scintillation293

observations (such as those illustrated here) only very bright sources are used. In particular, stan-294

dard LOFAR scintillation observations consider three bright radio sources from the A-team: i.e.,295

supernova remnants Cassiopeia A (CasA) and Taurus A (TauA) as well as radio galaxy Cygnus A296

(CygA). The absolute flux density of these sources is well established: at the radio wave frequency297

of 50 MHz, the flux density measures 27,104 Jy for CasA, Cyg A 22,146 Jy for CygA, and 2008 Jy298

for Tau A (where 1Jy = 10−26W · m−2Hz−1) (de Gasperin et al., 2020). As a comparison, the flux299

density of the Sun at 50 MHz is approximately of the order of tens of kJy during quiet conditions300

and approximately of the order of several MJy during disturbed conditions (Ho et al., 2008). Out of301

these three sources, in this study only observations from CasA and CygA were presented because302

TauA was at very low elevation angles during the time intervals considered. In general, as the noise303

level varies from few Jy up to tens of Jy as a function of the zenith angle (Błaszkiewicz et al., 2018),304

the signal -to-noise ratio for CasA and CygA is approximately of the order of 2,710 and 2,214, re-305

spectively: assuming a noise level of few tens of Jy, these values amount approximately to 34 dB306

and 33 dB, respectively.307

On the other hand, GNSS receivers estimate the signal level from the receiver’s tracking stage by308

combining in-phase and quadrature samples in time (Van Dierendonck, 1995). Estimates of GNSS309

signal nominal levels are found to be approximately in the region of 40-50 dB (from arbitrary310

units) as estimated from tracking stages, with drops observed in the presence of scintillation (Forte,311

2012a,b). Typical signal-to-noise ratios of GNSS signals are found to be approximately in the region312

of 40 dB-Hz in absence of scintillation-induced fading (Parkinson and Spilker, 1996).313

Despite differences in the way LOFAR and GNSS process radio signals and estimate signal lev-314

els, the above considerations on the overall signal-to-noise ratio allows to assume that the signals315

detected by both instruments are high enough above the background noise level to give a meaningful316

ionospheric measurement. Given possible differences in the absolute signal levels, the comparison317

between scintillation observations from LOFAR and GNSS illustrated here was attempted not by318

considering the raw observations (i.e., the value of I in equation (1)) rather by considering the zero-319

mean normalized intensity fluctuations (i.e., Inormalized in equation (2)). The normalization allows320

to compare signatures on signals even if the average signals’ levels may be different (for example,321

between different GNSS satellites or between GNSS and LOFAR).322

3. Results323

Two case studies were utilised to illustrate the methodology of detecting ionospheric structures by324

means of LOFAR VH scintillation measurements: the results were validated by comparing LOFAR325

scintillation measurements and ground GNSS ionospheric observations (i.e. scintillation and TEC326

fluctuations). Table 2 describes the cases selected for this analysis, including the time interval of327

10
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Table 1: Selected cases together with observation time intervals and geomagnetic activity charac-
teristics.

Observations
ID

Case study
ID

Day of
the year

Date Observation
start time (UT)

Observation
end time (UT)

Kp index Dst index

L581881 1 87 2017/03/28 04:15:01 06:45:21 4+ -46 nT
L582231 1 90 2017/03/31 05:20:00 08:00:20 4+ -37 nT
L612744 2 271 2017/09/28 16:45:01 18:30:21 4 -35 nT
L612842 2 275 2017/10/02 15:30:00 17:20:20 0+ -15 nT

the LOFAR observations as well as Kp and Dst indices which describe the geomagnetic conditions328

during the observation. Each case study was characterised by measurements from a magnetically329

disturbed day as well as from a magnetically quiet day: the latter was utilised as a reference which330

the measurements from the disturbed day can be compared to.331

3.1. Case study 1: DOY087 and DOY090, 2017332

The results corresponding to this particular case studies are illustrated in Figure 4 (PL612), Figure333

5 (PL610), and Figure 6 (PL611). Stronger scintillation was detected on the radio emission from334

CygA compared to CasA, something that appears to be in common amongst all case studies pre-335

sented here. TauA was also observed, but remained below 20 degrees elevation angle throughout336

the observation period.337

PL612 on DOY090 2017 detected strong scintillation in the morning (Figure 5). Higher S 4 values338

appeared between 05:30 UT-06:05 UT, reaching a maximum value of up to approximately 0.35,339

overall. Localised higher S 4 values appeared at 05:50 UT, in conjunction with a solar flare with340

maximum flux B3.3: the white stripe in Figure 5 indicated the S 4 value corresponding to the flare341

that has been removed. DOY087 2017 was the closest quiet reference (Figure 5) and it shows342

very low S 4 values, approximately about 0.05 without any variation through the whole observation343

period. Figure 6 and Figure 7 show observations collected by the other Polish LOFAR stations344

(PL610 and PL611 respectively). At both PL610 and PL611, S 4 values appeared to be very similar345

to those observed at PL612.346

Figures 5 and 6 show GNSS ROT for PRNs: G03, G07, G09, G23, G28, G30, R05, R07, R08,371

R09, R10, R15, R16 - these are the PRNs visible from the the co-located GNSS receivers with line372

of sight closer to the line of sights of CygA and CasA . In the case of the PL611 LOFAR station no373

GNSS data were available for the case studies considered.374

Although no significant enhancement in 60 s and 1 s ROT across all colocated stations could be375

appreciated, an increase in the occurrance of cycle slips can be noticed after 6:45 UT with cycle376

slips visible in both 60 s and 1 s ROT. In comparison, no cycle slips were visible on the quiet377

reference day, which suggest that cycle slips were of ionospheric origin. In the case of PL610,378

GNSS observations from the nearby ASG-EUPOS receiver BOR1 (located 600 m from the PL610379

station) showed the occurrence of cycle slips in the same time interval as observed from Baldy380

(PL612) scintillation receiver (co-located with PL612).381
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

347

348

349

Fig. 5: LOFAR S 4 of Cassiopeia A (a, b) and Cygnus A (c, d) calculated for days 87 (quiet) and 90 (dis-
turbed) in 2017, recorded on LOFAR station PL612. GNSS ROT values calculated for 1 second (e, f) and 60
seconds (g, h) for days 87 and 90 of 2017. GNSS S 4 index (i, j) observed on L1 (blue dots), L2 (red dots)
and L5 black dots) frequencies recorded with the ionospheric monitor co-located with the PL612; LOFAR
scintillation indices for the 48.92 MHz channel (from Figure 4 (a-d)) are also shown as pink area Cas A) and
blue area (Cyg A). Gaps in the GNSS scintillation indices were due to issues related to data downloading.

350
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352

353

354

355356
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(g) (h)

(i) (j)

357

358

Fig. 5: (continued)359360

Given the proximity of the lines of sight from the PRNs considered for the GNSS measurements382

and those from CasA/CygA considered for LOFAR measurements, it is plausible to assume that383

LOFAR stations and co-located GNSS receivers were observing similar ionospheric irregularities.384

It is interesting to observe that LOFAR seemed to detect enhancements in S 4 scintillation indices385

somehow earlier than GNSS detected an increase in the occurence of cycle slips.386

Figure 5 also illustrates GNSS S 4 scintillation indices at L1, L2, and L5 (Figures 5 (i-j)) observed387

on the same PRN links considered for the GNSS ROT (Figure 5 e-h) through the ionospheric moni-388

tor co-located with the LOFAR PL612 station. Scintillation at L band was very low which suggests389

that electron density gradients were forming mainly over larger spatial scales (i.e., larger than the390

Fresnel scale at L band).391

3.2. Case study 2: DOY271 and DOY275, 2017392

The results corresponding to these particular case studies are illustrated in Figure 8 (PL612) and393

Figure 9 (PL611). DOY271 2017 was the most disturbed day amongst the cases considered here.394

The PL612 station detected an enhancement in scintillation on CygA after 17:45 UT with S 4 ex-395

ceeding 0.5. Similarly to case study 1, CasA showed lower scintillation than CygA (Figure 8).396

TauA was again below the elevation angle of 20◦ and too low to provide meaningful comparison397

with GNSS observations. Interestingly, the scintillation index S 4 showed higher values for higher398
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

361

362

363

Fig. 6: LOFAR S 4 of CasA (a, b) and CygA (c, d) calculated for days 87 and 90 of 2017, recorded on LOFAR
station PL610. ROT values (e, f) calculated for 60 seconds for days 87 and 90 of 2017 from observations
recorded by receiver near PL610 station.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 7: LOFAR S 4 of CasA (a, b) and CygA (c, d) calculated for days 87 and 90 of 2017, recorded on
LOFAR station PL611.

368

369370

frequencies on both targets. On the quiet reference day DOY275 2017 (Figure 8), LOFAR S 4 ap-399

peared overall at a lower level. The measurements at PL611 (Figure 9) appeared very similar to400

those recorded at PL612. LOFAR S 4 index was high throughout the observation period with some401

bursts to even higher values. At PL611 higher S 4 indices occurred in the mid-frequency interval402

(i.e., 40-60 MHz) in contrast to PL612 where S 4 indices were higher at higher frequencies (i.e.,403

50-75 MHz). On the other hand, Cassiopeia A observations recorded at PL611 showed lower S 4404

indices than those recorded at PL612: the highest value of S 4 for PL611 observations was 0.25405

(Figure 9), meanwhile S 4 for PL612 reached 0.45 (Figure 8) in the case of Cassiopeia A.406

GNSS 60 s ROT showed higher values at PL612 (Figure 8) throughout the whole observation425

time on DOY271. After 18:00 UT 60 s ROT increased approximately to 0.5 TECu/min. No cycle426

slips were observed in this case as opposed to case study 1. GNSS 60 s ROT on DOY275 (a quiet427

reference day) showed lower values between -0.2 and 0.2 TEC/min. Higher 1 s ROT values occurred428

on DOY271 but not on DOY275.429
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

407

408

409

Fig. 8: LOFAR S 4 of CasA (a, b) and CygA (c, d) calculated respectively for days 271 and 275 of 2017,
recorded on LOFAR station PL612. ROT values calculated for 1 second (e, f) and 60 seconds (g, h) for days
271 and 275 of 2017. GNSS S 4 index observed on L1, L2 and L5 frequencies recorded with the ionospheric
monitor collocated with the PL612 LOFAR station superimposed on CasA and CygA S 4 index calculated for
the 48.92MHz channel (i, j).
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(g) (h)

(i) (j)

416

417

Fig. 8: (continued)418419

Figure 8 also illustrates GNSS S 4 scintillation indices (Figure 8 (i-j)) observed on the same PRN430

links considered for the GNSS ROT (Figure 8 (e-h)) through the ionospheric monitor co-located431

with the LOFAR PL612 station. Similarly to case study 1 (Figure 5), scintillation at L band was432

very low in case study 2. The very low values of GNSS S 4 scintillation indices suggests again that433

electron density gradients were forming mainly over spatial scales larger than the Fresnel scale at434

L band.435

Overall, in every selected case study some enhancements in GNSS ROT and in LOFAR S 4 ap-436

peared during disturbed conditions. In the case of PL612 enhancements in GNSS ROT could be437

observed only over a temporal interval of one minute; no noticeable ROT enhancements were ob-438

served over a shorter temporal interval of 1 s, suggesting that the ionospheric irregularities should439

have a spatial scale of the order (and larger than) of few kilometres in the direction across the ray440

path. This can be seen by assuming a value of approximately 100 m/s for the relative velocity be-441

tween ray path and the irregularities at F region heights: the distance covered by the ray path in 1442

minute is 100m
s · 60s = 6, 000m: however, as irregularities can have higher drift velocities this value443

represents a lower limit to this estimate.444
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

420

421

Fig. 9: LOFAR S 4 of Cassiopeia A (a, b) and Cygnus A (c, d) calculated respectively for days 271 and 275
of 2017, recorded on LOFAR station PL611.

422

423424

4. Discussion445

The observations presented a methodology capable of detecting ionospheric structures by observing466

and quantifying the radio wave scintillation that they induce and that it is observed through LOFAR467

radio telescopes. The methodology was validated by comparing scintillation measurements from468

three LOFAR stations in Poland with (nearly) co-located GNSS scintillation and ROT measure-469

ments. Overall, some enhancements in scintillation detected through the LOFAR stations on radio470

wave frequencies received from CygA and CasA tended to occur during magnetically active condi-471

tions, with S 4 indices generally lower in the case of CasA than in the case of CygA. Similarly, some472

enhancements in 60 s GNSS ROT for those PRNs with a line of sight closer to CygA and CasA473

tended to occur during more active conditions (in some cases together with cycle slips), whereas474

no enhancement was observed on GNSS 1 s ROT. On the other hand, the GNSS S 4 scintillation in-475
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(a)

(b)

(c)

446

447

448

Fig. 10: ROTI meridional plot for DOY 87 for meridians: 17◦E (a), 20.5◦E (b) and 24◦E (c),449450

dex (as estimated through a GNSS scintillation monitor co-located with the LOFAR PL612 station)476

remained at very low values throughout the cases considered.477

The comparison between LOFAR VHF scintillation indices, GNSS L band scintillation indices,478

and GNSS ROT indicates the type of spatial scales over which electron density gradients were479

forming in the middle-latitude ionosphere during the case studies considered here. The overall iono-480

spheric conditions during the two case studies considered can be appreciated by means of merid-481

ional plots of the ROT Index (ROTI) (Cherniak et al., 2014). ROTI was calculated as the standard482

deviation of ROT values over a time interval of 5 minutes (Pi et al., 1997):483

ROT I =
√
⟨ROT 2⟩ − ⟨ROT ⟩2 , (5)484
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(a)

(b)

(c)

451

452

453

Fig. 11: ROTI meridional plot for DOY 90 for meridians: 17◦E (a), 20.5◦E (b) and 24◦E (c),454455

where the ROTI at a given epoch was given by the standard deviation taken over the 10 preced-485

ing epochs (5 minutes, given 30 s RINEX observations). The ROTI meridional plots (similar to486

keograms) were calculated for a selected meridian with latitudinal step of 0.2◦ in order to assess the487

evolution of ionospheric structures both in latitude and in time.488

In order to appreciate the longitudinal evolution of ionospheric structures as well, Figures 10-12489

show meridional plots for three selected meridians: 20◦ (longitude referring to the LOFAR sta-490

tion PL612) together with 17◦ and 24◦ as east- and westward references. Figures 10 and 11 show491

meridional plots for DOY087 (quiet reference day) and DOY090 (disturbed day) for case study 1,492

respectively. Similarly, Figures 12 and 13 shows results for DOY275 (quiet reference day) and for493

DOY271 (disturbed day) for case study 2, respectively.494
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(a)

(b)

(c)

456

457

458

Fig. 12: ROTI meridional plot for DOY 275 for meridians: 17◦E (a), 20.5◦E (b) and 24◦E (c),459460

Tenuous enhancements in ROTI (up to approximately 0.1 TECU/min) tended to occur in the dis-495

turbed days of the two case studies considered. Diagonally-shaped structures on the meridian plots496

(e.g., DOY 090 2017 03:00-06:00 UT, Figures 11(a-b)) seem to suggest that ionospheric structures497

were generally moving southward with time, whereas widespread enhancements could indicate498

structures forming locally. Whilst in some cases enhancements in LOFAR VHF scintillation ap-499

peared to be consistent with the tenuous enhancements in ROTI (for example, PL612 in DOY271,500

18:00-18:30 UT, Figure 8), in other cases LOFAR scintillation enhancements appeared during the501

absence of noticeable enhancements in ROTI (for example, PL612 in DOY090, 05:30-06:00 UT,502

Figure 5).503

The case studies discussed here indicate that enhancements in scintillation on LOFAR VHF radio504

wave frequencies did not always correspond to enhancements in scintillation on GNSS L-band505
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(a)

(b)

(c)
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463

Fig. 13: ROTI meridional plot for DOY 271 for meridians: 17◦E (a), 20.5◦E (b) and 24◦E (c),464465

radio wave frequencies. This implies that electron density gradients developed over spatial scales506

smaller than the LOFAR Fresnel scale (under the assumption of weak scattering), but they were not507

prominent over spatial scales smaller than the GNSS Fresnel scale: i.e., ionisation gradients over508

spatial scales smaller than few hundred metres were not intense enough to induce enhancements in509

scintillation on GNSS L-band signals.510

In order to illustrate the comparison between the S 4 computed from LOFAR and GNSS scin-511

tillation receiver the correlation coefficients has been calculated. The coefficients were made with512

Pearson method, where values varies between -1 and 1 (-1 is linear anticorrelation, 1 is linear cor-513

relation and 0 means no correlation). As the PRNs passes were short, what made the coefficients514

irrelevant, the average values of GNSS S 4 has to be taken into the correlation. The averages were515

made for each system (GPS, GLONASS and GALILEO) individually. Each S 4 value of the PRN516
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Table 2: Correlation coefficients between LOFAR S 4 and GNSS S 4 for each case and source.

CasA CygA CasA CygA

Case 87/2017 Case 90/2017

GPS L1 0.04 0.03 0.08 0.10
GPS L2 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.07
GLONASS L1 0.05 0.04 0.08 0.11
GLONASS L2 0.05 0.04 0.09 0.13
GALILEO L1 0.01 0.01 0.08 0.09
GALILEO L2 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.04

Case 271/2017 Case 275/2017

GPS L1 0.16 0.26 0.06 0.07
GPS L2 0.19 0.31 0.05 0.06
GLONASS L1 0.23 0.36 0.07 0.09
GLONASS L2 0.26 0.42 0.07 0.09
GALILEO L1 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.04
GALILEO L2 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.03

has been averaged in time. In the case of S 4 produced by the LOFAR the middle frequency has been517

chosen.518

Results of the correlations are presented in the Table 2. The coefficients were estimated for each519

case and each source separately. The strongest correlation (around 0.4) between GNSS and LOFAR520

S 4 are visible in the case 271/2017 on CygA, however it still should be considered as low. The rest521

of the cases show no correlation for both of the quiet days as well as the disturbed once. It should522

be noted that level of S 4 for both of the LOFAR and GNSS is different, what is visible on the 8.523

As the inertial subrange for LOFAR VHF (i.e., the spatial scales developing in the presence of524

turbulence between an outer and an inner scale) is different from the inertial subrange for GNSS L-525

band, scintillation detected by the two instruments is sensitive to irregularities forming over different526

spatial scales. Tenuous enhancements in GNSS 60 s ROT can be attributed to ionospheric gradients527

forming over spatial scales larger than approximately 6 km in the horizontal direction (i.e., assuming528

a relative drift between ray path and irregularities of 100 m/s, the spatial scale would be 100 m/s x 60529

s = 6,000 m) and extending over a wider range of altitudes, because irregularities with spatial scales530

larger than the outer scale can originate phase fluctuations (Forte et al., 2017; John et al., 2021).531

Given that GNSS ROT does not show any enhancement over 1 s intervals, then these ionospheric532

gradients (inducing tenuous enhancements on GNSS 60 s ROT) are likely to have a spatial scale,533

transverse to the ray path direction, that is of the order of or larger than approximately 6 km (by534

accounting for the GNSS ray path scan velocity relative to the ionospheric drift); their spatial scale535

along the ray path direction is likely to be of tens of kilometres (Forte et al., 2017; John et al., 2021).536

However, LOFAR VHF scintillation was induced by irregularities with electron density fluctua-537

tions distributed over smaller spatial scales, in the VHF inertial sub-range. These gradients seemed538

to be not intense enough over smaller spatial scale to induce scintillation at L band.539

Therefore, in relation to question (1), this aspect suggests that LOFAR VHF scintillation mea-540

surements can detect ionospheric irregularities with spatial scales of approximately up to 3 km and541
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distributed over at least 6 km horizontally and over several tens of kilometres vertically. These irreg-542

ularities are not necessarily detected by means of the GNSS ROT, which implies that LOFAR VHF543

scintillation measurements offer a higher sensitivity to weaker electron density gradients occurring544

in the ionosphere than GNSS ROT (or scintillation) measurements, where these gradients originate545

a rather small signature. That is, whilst the enhancement in LOFAR VHF scintillation tends to be546

distinct (and higher than the noise level), the enhancement in GNSS scintillation and ROT tends to547

remain low (and closer to the noise level).548

This aspect is connected with the evidence on question (2), where LOFAR VHF scintillation can549

show enhancements on the S 4 scintillation index (induced by ionospheric irregularities with spatial550

scales in the VHF inertial sub-range of the electron density spatial fluctuations), whereas GNSS551

L-band scintillation shows very low S 4 scintillation index values (indicating that electron density552

fluctuations with spatial scales in the L-band inertial sub-range tend to be not intense enough to553

induce scintillation at L band in the mid-latitude ionosphere). These aspects need to be considered554

if observations from LOFAR and GNSS were to be combined for a wider ionospheric monitoring.555

The considerations above apply whenever LOFAR VHF scintillation is originated by ionospheric556

structures, which introduces a further point in the discussion: i.e., whether the enhancements in557

LOFAR VHF scintillation that were not consistent with GNSS ROT observations were of iono-558

spheric or other (e.g., interplanetary) origin. In the presence of weak scattering, the spatial scales559

originating scintillation are those smaller than the Fresnel scale. The scattering occurring on the560

wavefront of radio waves propagating through plasma density irregularities translates into temporal561

fluctuations when there is a relative drift between the ray path and the irregularities. In this case, the562

Fresnel temporal frequency is given by:563

fF =
VREL

√
2λz
. (6)564

The Fresnel frequency depends upon the distance z to the hypothetical phase screen (which ap-565

proximates weak scattering) and the relative drift VREL. Various values of fF can be determined by566

different combinations of the parameters VREL and z (Forte et al., 2022).567

Figure 14 illustrates the PSDs from CasA and CygA scintillation observations considered within579

the two case studies. The Fresnel frequency (i.e., the frequency at which the PSDs start to roll off580

according to a power law in double logarithmic scale) appears to remain consistent throughout the581

observations, with a value approximately between 10−2 and 10−1 Hz. Although these values of the582

Fresnel frequency can be originated by plasma density irregularities both in the ionosphere (with583

moderate-to-high relative drift) and in the inner heliosphere (with moderate-to-high drift), the fact584

that differences can be observed in the observations from different LOFAR stations seems to suggest585

that the observations considered throughout case studies 1 and 2 are more likely to be of ionospheric586

origin (Forte et al., 2022).587

In order to ascertain the origin of the LOFAR scintillation observations presented here, the cross-602

correlation functions between pairs of available LOFAR stations for each source were estimated.603

From the peak of the cross-correlation function it is possible to estimate the drift of the scintilla-604

tion pattern, which coincides with the drift of the irregularities originating scintillation. The cross-605

correlation function was estimated by means of the cross power spectral density: before taking its606

inverse Fast Fourier Transform, the cross power spectral density was band-pass filtered (between607
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

568
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570

Fig. 14: Power Spectra Density plots for presented cases. Every PSD plot is made individually for every
LOFAR station (PL610, PL611 and PL612) and for each target (CasA and CygA). All PSDs are calculated
for middle channel.

571

572

573574

0.02 Hz and 1 Hz) in order to remove noise, following the method described in Fallows et al. (2016)608

and Fallows et al. (2020).609

The cross-correlation functions corresponding to different combinations of all available stations610

and sources for the two case studies presented here are shown in Figures 15-16: these figures only611
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(g) (h)

(i) (j)

575

576

Fig. 14: (continued)577578

show the cross-correlation function for the LOFAR radio wave frequency that exhibited the highest612

peak (48.92MHz). The lags corresponding to the cross-correlation peak are approximately between613

372 s and 652 s, and correspond to the differences in the observed LOFAR VHF S 4 (Figures 5-9).614

Considering different baselines distances, the drift velocities corresponding to the cross-correlation615

peaks are approximately between 538m/s and 994 m/s, which are values typical of ionospheric drifts616

(Tsugawa et al., 2004; Borries et al., 2009; Panasenko et al., 2019). ACE and Wind observations617

of the solar wind speed at the time of the observations reveal a flow of the order of approximately618

600 km/s (Figure 17): typical solar wind speeds are of the order of few hundreds km/s (Ondoh and619

Marubashi, 2001; Asai et al., 1998).620

The size of the ionospheric structures, their shape, and their direction of motion with respect to621

the size and orientation of the baselines considered here can account for differences in the cross-622

correlation peak values and their occurrence at positive/negative lags. The estimate of the compo-623

nents of the ionospheric drift based on the baselines considered here (such as discussed in Fallows624

et al. (2020)) was not attempted here: the main aspect to consider is indeed the order of magnitude625

of the drift which is plausible to be of ionospheric origin for the case studies considered here.626
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

588

589

Fig. 15: Cross-correlation functions (CCF) values for each baseline and both sources, DOY 090/2017.590591

(a) (b)
592

Fig. 16: Cross-correlation functions (CCF) values for each baseline and both sources, DOY 271/2017.593594

5. Conclusions627

LOFAR radio telescopes constitute a cutting-edge instrument in modern radio astronomy, operat-628

ing at several tens of sites and providing a pathfinder to the Square Kilometre Array Observatory629

(SKAO). The latest upgrade allows for systematic measurements aimed at space weather moni-630

toring. This study established a novel methodology that allows LOFAR to detect and characterize631

ionospheric irregularities by measuring the VHF radio wave scintillation that they induce. This632
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

595

596

Fig. 17: Proton density (upper panels), proton density ratio (middle panels) and solar wind speed (lower
panels) obtained from ACE and Wind satellites for DOY 87 of 2017 (a), DOY 90 of 2017 (b), DOY 275
of 2017 (c) and DOY 271 of 2017 (d). The green bands indicate the exact times during which the LOFAR
observations were collected.
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598

599

600601

novel methodology is capable of estimating the S 4 scintillation index attributable to ionospheric633

irregularities by accounting for non-ergodicity in the measurements in conjunction with the typical634

VHF inertial sub-range where electron density irregularities can induce scintillation.635

Measurements from co-located ground GNSS receivers and LOFAR stations in Poland were636

compared in the presence of ionospheric irregularities to validate the detection of ionospheric irreg-637
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ularities by means of LOFAR VHF scintillation observations. GNSS L-band scintillation indices638

and GNSS ROT were compared with scintillation indices measured through LOFAR over a wide639

range of VHF radio wave frequencies received from the radio objects CasA and CygA. Some en-640

hancements in LOFAR VHF S 4 indices and in GNSS 60 s ROT tended to occur during moderately641

disturbed magnetic conditions (not necessarily in a consistent way), however the electron density642

gradients associated with these ionospheric irregularities were too weak to enhance GNSS L-band643

scintillation.644

Measurements of LOFAR VHF scintillation, GNSS L-band scintillation, GNSS 60 s ROT, and645

GNSS 1 s ROT evaluated in two case studies seem to suggest that the corresponding ionospheric646

irregularities appeared to form over spatial scales of the order of at least few kilometres across647

the ray path and extending over a wider range of altitudes: some of these structures can be detected648

through LOFAR better than through GNSS. Measurements of LOFAR VHF scintillation can indeed649

be utilised for the detection of ionospheric irregularities characterised by spatial scales of approxi-650

mately up to 3 km and distributed over at least 6 km horizontally and over several tens of kilometres651

vertically. The gradient in electron density associated with these structures may be enough to induce652

scintillation at VHF and enhancements in GNSS ROT or it may be enough to induce scintillation653

at VHF but not enough to induce enhancements in GNSS ROT. This aspect suggests that LOFAR654

VHF scintillation measurements have a higher sensitivity to ionospheric gradients than GNSS.655

When scintillation observed through LOFAR radio telescopes is of ionospheric origin, LOFAR656

VHF scintillation observations can be utilized for the identification of the presence of ionospheric657

irregularities. The methodology for the calculation and comparison of LOFAR S 4 presented here658

forms the basis for an automated and rapid monitoring of ionospheric irregularities, which can be659

applied to all LOFAR radio telescopes and which can augment traditional GNSS ionospheric obser-660

vations. A disadvantage of LOFAR VHF scintillation observations is the need to ascertain whether661

the origin of scintillation is due to irregularities in the ionosphere or elsewhere. Given the propaga-662

tion geometry, there also is the possibility that intensity fluctuations originating in the inner helio-663

sphere could overlap with those originating in the ionosphere (Forte et al., 2022). However, a clear664

advantage in using LOFAR VHF scintillation for ionospheric studies is that (once the ionospheric665

origin is verified) these observations have higher sensitivity to weaker electron density gradients666

than GNSS and the potential to detect ionospheric structures typically not detectable by only using667

traditional ionospheric GNSS measurements. This aspect allows to take into account a wider variety668

of ionisation scales occurring in the ionosphere, which is essential for modelling purposes.669
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